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The main result of the paper is: If R is a Dedekind domain \\ith field of fractions 
K. aad M is an R-order in a separable K-algebra A, then. under certain conditions 
on R and M, SG,(M)=ker(G,,(,~r1 + G,,(A))=0 for aii ~22 1. In particular. this 
theorem applies to the integra! group ring of a fimte grasp G. if Ji is regular. e.g., 
if M is maximal, then SK,,(M) = 0. L’ 1990 Xcadcms Prssb. Inc. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following generalization 2:’ a 
eorem by Soul& [Sou 1, Thkorkme 31. 
THEOREM 1. Let R he a Dedekind domain l!ith j?eid of jj.actiotis K, md 
let M be m R-order in a separable K-algebra A, AssllnlcSil~t!lrn?love thi 
(ii SG,(M)=O; 
(ii) G,(M) is finitely getleratedfor i > I; 
(iii] the residue class fields qf R are finite; 
(iv) ly < is an l’th root of unitj’, $07 nrl~l ratioad phnre 1 a& air;, 
positive integer v, and ~ is the integm’ cioswe qf R i?l X(; )j then 
SG,(E@, M)=O. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will closely follow that of Soul6 (see also ~SouZ, 
Thtortme 11 for a correction) in the form written up by C. C. Sherman: 
[Sh] as communicated to him by Soul& Throughout, the follow@ 
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notation will be used. For a ring S (with unit) let &k!(S) denote the exact 
category of finitely generated left S-modules. 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a finite group, and let R be the ring of integers 
in a number field. Then SG, (RG) = 0 for all n > 0. 
ProoJ: It was shown in [Kel] that, if R is the ring of integers in a 
number field, then SG,( RG) = 0. Furthermore, G,( RG) is finitely generated 
for all n > 1 [Ku~]. Therefore, the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied 
for RG. 
COROLLARY 2. Let M be as in Theorem 1. If M is regular, then 
SK,(M)=Ofor aNn31. 
Proof If M is regular, then K,,( ill) 2 G,(M) for all IZ. 
LEMMA. Let 2 be the category of R-torsion, finitely generated left 
M-modules. Then there is an isomorphism 
I.I K,,(k(jz); Z/I’) 2 K,,(X; Z/l”) 
p c M 
max ideal 
for n 3 0 and I prime, where k( /z) is a finite field extension of R/R n #C such 
that M/j is a fhll matrix ring over k( /z). 
ProoJ A Devissage argument shows that K,,(Z) 2 @ K,,(End(S)), 
where S runs over all isomorphism classes of simple M-modules. Now, let 
S be a simple M-module. Then arm,,,(S) is a two-sided ideal of M which 
contains a product of maximal two-sided ideals hi . ,J$~ . . . . fir = 
f/21 nf&n ... n pr of M [Re, Lemma 23.1 and Theorem 22.31. Therefore, 
SisasimplemoduleoverM/#i./,. ... .;/z,zA4/,kix ... xM/p,. Hence, 
S is a simple module over M/p, for some i. If fi is a maximal two-sided 
ideal of M, then M/j is a simple finite-dimensional algebra over R/R n p. 
Since the residue fields of R are assumed to be finite it follows that M/;lz 
is a full matrix ring over a finite field extension k(P) of R/R n I/Z. Since K- 
theory is Morita-invariant, the lemma follows. 
THEOREM 2. Let M and A be as in Theorem 1. Then 
SG,(M; Z/I’) = ker(G,(M; Z/1”) + G,(A; Z/I”)) = 0 
for all odd n > 1 and all rational primes 1 (where v > 2 if I = 2). 
ProoJ The object of our study is the long exact G-theory localization 
sequence associated to the inclusion M + A = Kg, M (which induces an 
exact functor of module categories since A is flat over M). This sequence 
is induced by the sequence of exact categories and exact functors 
where SF is the exact category of R-torsion, finitely generated left M-moduies 
as above, and the functors are inclusion, resp. extension of scalars. 
Let B(Rj be the category of finitely generated projective R-modules. 
Since R is contained in the center of M, we obtain a commutative diagram 
of exact functors and exact categories 
where the vertical functors are all given by -@;a- and are clearly bi-exact. 
Since I” #2, the vertical functors induce pairings on K-groups with or 
without coefficients [Ne, Gil. From [Gi, Corollary 7.!4] we now obtain 
the commutative diagram 
To prove Theorem 2 it is sufficient to show that the map ?,, + r is surjective. 
In order to understand the bottom horizontal map observe chat there is a 
commutative diagram of exact functors 
~.L’(M/;l)xS(R)- i /ljikd.‘/~ )
r 
! I 
: 2 ‘i 
axe e &C 
where the top horizontal functor is given by ( @ll: Qi, P) + 0; (eiaR P;. 
The vertical functors induce isomorphisms in K-theory by a standard 
Devissage argument. The bottom horizontal map in i i j is then induced by 
the top horizontal map in (2). 
If char(K)=t, then char(k($))=l for al! j M. Since kj;2) is finite. 
K,z(k(fij) contains no i-torsion [Qu2], so the 
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shows that K,(k(;;z); Z/l”) = 0 for all odd n. Therefore. in this case, iln+ 1 in 
diagram (1) is trivially surjective. 
We now consider the case char(K) # 1. First we shall prove the theorem 
under the assumption that R contains a primitive I”th root of unity, c. 
Let pc R be a prime ideal such that char(R/p) # 1. It was shown in 
[Br, Theorem 2.6 J that @,lso K,,(R/p; Z/l”) is a graded Z//“-algebra, 
isomorphic to A(K,) 0, ,,, P(p,), where A (a,) is the exterior algebra 
generated over Z/l” by a generator a, of the cyclic group K,(R/p; Z,il“) z 
(Rlp)*/l”(&‘p)*, and JYP,) is the polynomial algebra generated over Z:ly 
by an element BP E K,( R/p; Z/P j mapping by the Bockstein to the image of 
cc R* = K,(R) in K,(R/p) (see [Br, proof of Theorem 2.61). In the case 
where char(R/p) = I we have that K,,(R/p; Z/l”) = 0 for all odd n [Br]. 
If k is a finite field extension of R,lp, then, if char( R/p) # I, 
where CC is a generator of K,(k; Z//“)r k”,il”k* [Br]. Squares in an 
exterior algebra are zero, so for odd H, K,(R/p; Z/I’), resp. K,,(k; Z/I”), is 
a cyclic Z/l”-module, generated by cxP . fir - ‘) 2, resp. CX’ . /?F- ‘I”. As shown 
above, @,tao K,,(k(,ij; ~/I”)~:(cc,)O~,~~p(P,!, where xp is a generator 
of K,(k(# J; Z/I”), and pp is the image of the Bott element /YI E K,(R; Z/l” j 
(see [Br]) under the map 
K,(R; Z/‘l’) - K>(R/p; Z/l”) 2 K,(k(bj; Z/l”), 
where p = RI-I p. 
The objective is to show that c?,, + L in square (1) is onto. So let 
c, Y,P!,z lh2 be a typical element of LI, K,,(k(#); Z/I’). From diagram (2) 
we see that this element is the image of (X,,J{~, (/?)‘“-l’i’) in 
LI,( K,(k(ft)); Z/l’) x K,- I(R; Z/Z”) under the bottom horizontal map in 
square (I), which, therefore, is onto. By assumption ~3~ is onto, hence so is 
c?~ x id. It follows that a?,+ I is onto. This proves the theorem under the 
assumption that R contains a primitive I’th root of unity. 
In the general case, let c be a primitive I”th root of unity in an algebraic 
closure of K, and let R= K(i) and ii be the integral closure of R in R, 
a= R@, M, and 2 = R@, A. Restriction of scalars induces a map of 
localization sequences 
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Standard results from the ideal theory of orders [Rej imply that for E 
given ,‘; and $ the corresponding component off is zero unless 3 Iies over 
)>. in which case it is the transfer map K,,(k(,ll): Z;i”) -+ K,,(/i(,e); Z:‘i?‘; 
induced by the field extension k(;l)/h-(ii). 
Since n is odd, the map K,,(k(,%); Zi!:) -+ fqk(,i); Z!i’) Is onto [Sou !.j 
Lemma 91. Therefore, .f is onto. Since 8,, + 1 was shown co be onto above 
it follows that d,, + I is also onto. This completes the proof. 
I+oqj of Theorem 1. If II is even then it follows from the lemma that 
K,Z(~X )= 0. Therefore SG,,( M) = 0 also. 
So assume that II is odd. By hypothesis, G,,(M) is finitely generated, so 
SC,,(M~ is finite by hypothesis (iii). Let s E SC,,~,M). We shall show that 
the I-primary component X, of I is zero for ail primes 1. Let 17 be an iniege: 
large enough so that I” annihilates the i-primary component of G,,(M). (If 
!= 2, also choose v 3 2.) Since the Bockstein seqtlence fcr K--theory with 
E/i”-coefficients is functorial we obtain a commutative diagram 
G,,(M) - G,,( -4 ) 
Write G,,(M) = B@ C@ D, where B is the torsion-free part of G,,(M), C is 
the prime-to-l torsion, and D is the l-primary part. Then the kernel off 
equals (!‘.B)@C. 
Write .Y = ~3 + .Y[ with X,E D, and J E C. Then, since g(.u, = 0, we have 
O=Izf(~)=hf(.~,+ ?,j=l?~zx,)i!~f(;,i=i?l’(.~j,. 
But k is one-to-one by Theorem 2, hence f(~,‘j = 0. Since X, E D this impiies 
that :i, = 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Renwks. 1. One can also prove Theorem 1 for the case of a group 
ring RG by hyperelementary induction, using techniques analogous to 
those used by Lenstra in calculating G,(RG) for G abelian. These techr.i- 
ques also give some information about G,,(RG), and we intend to retnra lo 
this in a subsequent paper. 
7 -. For tz even, Theorem 1 was proven also by 
Following are some remarks pertaining to the hypotheses of Theorem i: 
in the case where 144 is maximal. 
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3. If R is the ring of algebraic integers in a number field, then K,,(M) 
is finitely generated for all IZ 3 0 [Qu 1, Remark (4)]. See also the 
generalization of this theorem in [Gr]. 
4. If K is a p-adic field, then SK,(M) = 0 if and only if A is a product 
of matrix rings over fields [Ku 1, Theorem 1.11. 
5. If R is a Dedekind domain whose quotient field is an algebraic 
number field of finite degree over the rational numbers, or a function field 
in one variable over a finite field, and A is a central division algebra over 
K, then, in the notation of the lemma, 
SK,(M)= LI k(p)*/(R/(Rn p))* 
;a c M 
[Ke 2, Theorem 21. 
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